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Introduction

The year is 2017. We have just passed the one year mark from the day that Donald Trump was

elected to the highest office in the United States of America. He has attempted to strip us of health

care, drill for oil in National Parks, and worked to normalize sexual violence as a perk of being in

power.

Due to globalization, for better or for worse, our world is shrinking. No longer can we sit in our

ivory tower, working our equations and writing our papers in the safety of our offices. Information

is too prevalent. We can no longer claim ignorance to the suffering that occurs to people in order for

us to have cheap clothing and the newest technology in our pockets. We can no longer pretend not

to see.

This is the time to fight. We have been called. During the last year, people from all walks

of life have stood together and said enough is enough. This November, history was made; seven

transgender individuals were elected to office, including a heavy metal singer who beat a thirteen-

term incumbant who penned a “bathroom bill.” Change is coming, but what can we do in the face

of so many battles?

We pick one.

This is mine.
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Teaching as Activism

For an individual to achieve their goals to live their dream, they must first have the dream. We can

only achieve what we can imagine is possible. The greatest moments of my professional life have

been when a student discovers that they are capable of learning mathematics. I have been told by

one student, “I now know that I can do anything, because you taught me that I can do Calculus.” I

have taken her words to heart, and let this be my guiding light.

When someone has a dream that includes taking a math class as a prerequisite, it can inspire

anxiety and angst, and sometimes it pushes people to settle for something other than what they want.

Each time I hear someone say, “I’m not any good at math,” I wonder where that idea came from. I

often poke at the issue, and what I have learned is that someone, perhaps a teacher, said that they

weren’t good at math, and they believed them. Regardless of why people hold on to this belief, I

believe that my job as a math educator is to help students break down that belief.

In 2008, after his wife passed away from lung cancer, my father felt moved to work for hospice.

He wanted to support people who were facing what he had faced. He went through much counseling,

and a long, grueling, training program. Although he would go to the hospice center and play guitar

for the patients and families, he never felt ready to engage with them directly. He realized that

he couldn’t separate his own emotions from those he wanted to help. Instead, he went back to

work at Bellevue College where he was chair of the math department. Each quarter, he taught three

sections of Probability and Statistics, which is a prerequisite for the nursing program, and a few

other medical programs. What he realized was that the classes he taught were filled with people

who wanted to make a difference. His students would go on to become nurses, medical assistants,

and x-ray techs. They would work with sick patients, and help support families through the tradgedy

that is terminal cancer. Ths realization infused his work with new meaning.

Teaching mathematics is much more than solving equations; it is teaching critical thinking. It is

teaching how to sit with a topic and struggle even when you do not immediately know the next step.

It is teaching people how to fail gracefully, and get back up to fight again another day. To teach

mathematics is to is to show people that they are capable of accomplishing challenging tasks.
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Inclusivity vs. Diversity

Recently in STEM disciplines there has been a sizeable push to “increase diversity” in STEM,

which can be seen in [7], [8], [4], [13], [14], and [5]. There are many projects aimed at increasing

the diversity in various STEM fields, including right here at OSU, and yet all of these measures

rely on a problematic assumption. There is an assumption that there is a metric that can be used to

measure diversity. Such a metric would rely on a system of gender and racial identification that

supports the heteropatriarchy [11]. I would like to reframe the issue, and posit that STEM fields

should be focusing on inclusivity instead of diversity. First, we should look at the definitions.

Diversity/Diverse: A group is said to be diverse if it is comprised of many different elements. For

example, if a group of people has many different religions represented, the group would be said to

have “religious diversity.” Note that an individual cannot be diverse.

Inclusivity/Inclusive: An environment is inclusive if there is a welcoming atmosphere where

people from various backgrounds feel safe. For example, if a building has gender neutral bathrooms,

then (at least in that one regard) it is inclusive for people of various gender identities.

The important difference between diversity and inclusivity is that “increasing diversity” is

about changing the elements of the group with the goal of benefitting the structure or system.

Inclusivity focuses on changing the system to benefit the people involved. For example, I offer you

the following quote by Ellen R. Cohn, from the book Diversity Across the Curriculum.

“ ln the United States, population trends are undergoing drastic change, with

greater numbers of Hispanic-American and Asian-American people composing

the overall population. What this means to students emerging from institutions

of higher learning is that they must be prepared to venture forth into a world

where diversity and different cultures are the norm. If a student is not exposed

to different cultures or does not develop a sense of cultural awareness and

knowledge of cultural differences, he or she will be ill prepared to succeed in a

rapidly changing world where different cultures coexist. (page 13)
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”
Cohn, like many others, argue that diversity is important in higher education to ensure that students

gain a cultural awareness. In other words, it is important to have brown/LGBTQ/feminine people

in college to make sure that white/cis-hetero/masculine people know how to handle being around

brown/LGBTQ/feminine people. This is not about making sure that students are safe; it is about

making sure that heteropatriarchy is supported and can continue to have power.

bell hooks, in Teaching to Transgress, comments on desegregation:

“ School changed utterly with racial integration. Gone was the messianic zeal

to transform our minds and beings that had characterized teachers and their

pedagogical practices in our all-black school. Knowledge was suddenly about

information only. It had no relation to how one lived, behaved. It was no

longer connected to the antiracist struggle.... Now, we were mainly taught by

white teachers whose lessons reinforced racist stereotypes. For black children,

education was no longer about the practice of freedom. (page 3)

”
When schools were integrated, the people who lost were black children. White children gained

the benefit of learning about black people, but black people already knew what white culture is

like because they live in the white world everyday. While schools were segregated, there was

knowledge passed down through teaching to students about what it means to be a black person in

the United States. Nowhere in integration was anyone looking out for black children to make sure

that they were safe, cared for, and were benefiting from the process. This is one example of a policy

that “increases diversity,” and yet does nothing to improve the inclusiveness of the educational

environment.

One example of looking at STEM education from an inclusive lens is given in Meeting the

Challenge: Innovative Feminist Pedogogies in Action [6]. Maralee Mayberry argues,

“ The discussion of gender issues in science has evolved in two directions. One
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line of thinking argues that science courses need to be developed that attract

and retain women. This approach, women in science, encourages educators

to redesign their courses to be more female friendly. Another line of thinking

advocates the building of two-way streets between feminism and science. This

approach argues that women’s disinterest in modern Western sciences reflects

sciences’ disinterest in women and in their own social and historical context, as

well as in the political and policy implications of scientific inquiry. (page 8)

”
Instead of dropping feminine people into a masculine dominated field, let us look at the field itself,

and see how it can change to include feminine people.

Representation in Calculus Curriculum

Many people leave STEM fields before they even get out of college. This is referred to as “the leaky

STEM pipeline.” One particularly drastic leak takes place at Differential Calclulus. Intriguingly, at

this particular point in the STEM pipeline, a student is 50% more likely to switch out of a STEM

field if she is female-identified [3]. There are many ways in which a classroom can be inclusive, but

for this project I will focus on representation in curriculum [1]. I will analyze the story problems

provided in three major calculus text books. Specifically, I will look at related rates and optimization

problems. I will perform a textual analysis [9] of these problems by looking at the names used and

sorting them by gender-identity. The books I will look at are Stewart [12], Briggs & Cochran [2],

and MIT Open Courseware [10].

I have chosen Stewart because it is (arguably) the most used textbook in the United States. The

publishers issue a new edition every 24 months, so it is very hard to track how many schools are

using it, since they might be using a different edition. There are fourteen problems with characters

in Stewart. Nine of the problems have masculine characters, and two have feminine characters.

It is worth noting that there was one problem where the words were gender neutral, and yet the
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picture associated to the problem contained the image of a masculine person. In fact, there were no

images of feminine people. The remaining three problems are gender neutral. There are 350% more

masculine characters than feminine characters.

Briggs & Cochran is the textbook we use at OSU. This textbook is a (slight) improvement

over Stewart in this respect; eleven problems have masculine characers, and six have female

characters. There are 83% more masculine characters than feminine characters. Again, all images

were of masculine characters. The worst offense, in my opinion, was when the character was a

mathematician, and used he/him pronouns. An interesting note is that in Briggs & Cochran, we see

three names show up. One is Kepler, a German mathematician. The other two characters names are

Jack and Kate, which are names commonly associated with white people from the United States.

MIT Open Courseware is a free online textbook developed by a respected source in the Mathe-

matics Education community. Only one problem had a gendered character, referred to as “a girl.”

All other characters were gender neutral, and no images were present.

Neutral Masculine Feminine
A farmer A farmer, he A woman

A runner A man A woman

Two people runner, image of a man

An observer, he

A man

A man

A man

A batter, he

A batter, he

Table 1: Stewart
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Neutral Masculine Feminine
Jack A woman

Jack An angeler, her

Baseball player, image of men Kate

An angler, him A woman

You, image of a man A woman

A man A rancher, her

A man

A man

Kepler, he

image of a man

A mathematician, he

Table 2: Briggs and Cochran

Neutral Masculine Feminine
A robot A girl

A person

You

A swimmer

You

Table 3: MIT Open Course

Conclusion

Representation in content matters. In Differential Caluclus, if students are not seeing themselves

represented in the story problems they are being asked to solve, then an immediate othering occurs.

In both Stewart and Briggs & Cochran, there were significantly more masculine characters than

feminine characters. This is an indicator that the calculus curriculum in the United States is not

gender-inclusive. Although rectifying this imbalance would not fix all of the problems in STEM, it

is a step that is doable with a few keystrokes.

At Oregon State University, in an effort to help ensure that the characters in story problems
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represent the student population, all names used in College Algebra are now randomly populated

form the previous term’s roster. Using this method, the gender and ethnic distribution is a direct

representation of the students who take the course. There have been some complaints that some

name are difficult to say, but I believe that this is the point. The ability to say someone’s name is

important to making sure that person feels seen. If you learn how to say a new name in math class,

then this better prepares you to say that name in the future and people with that name will feel more

included when they meet someone who can pronounce their name. Further, this ensures that those

students with non-European names have a chance to see their names show up in problems.
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